Leading Edge
with Geoff Watts 
Geoff Watts : Well back now to our happy clapping audience.Physicist Dr Laslo Barabachi of Notredame University in Indiana,working with colleagues in Hungary and Romania,has been trying to explain something which many concert and theatre goers will have noticed from time to time,that applauding audiences occasionally generate spontaneous bursts of synchronised clapping. Barabachi's ideas about how it happens maybe just as relevant to other forms of synchronised behaviour in nature,including flashing among fire flies,but one thing at a time. First to the audience clapping in the concert hall. 

Laslo Barabachi : Now,what happens in some of the theatres is that people start applauding, they start clapping,they start out with a very strong and very incoherent clapping,everybody just claps randomly.But then after a few seconds,or sometimes few minutes,a very synchronised clapping appears,by which I mean that everybody claps exactly at the same time, (Clapping plays) and this synchronised clapping goes on for a few seconds sometimes a half a minute and disappears and then again people will clap randomly,and then again to start synchronising, namely they start to clap together.So this is the basic phenomena we call synchronised clapping. 

Geoff Watts : Well you've been trying to explain the emergence of this synchronisation, specifically as far as human applause is concerned,and you're making some kind of recordings,presumably? 

Laslo Barabachi : That is correct,we had actually microphones placed in the middle of the room,in the middle of the concert hall.But we had some hidden microphones also in the audience. 

Geoff Watts : Well having then got these recordings you set about analysing them,was the analysis you did able to show what might be going on,to explain this synchronisation. 

Laslo Barabachi : Well the type of analysis was essentially to try to determine how is the period behaving.So the period of the clapping is essentially the time between two consecutive claps [Analysis of this kind,is exploited to make "phase space" maps of heart beats to predict heart attacks -LB],for example (taps pencil),this is when I do it slowly,and (taps pencil faster), this is when I do it fastly [My spell checker is not convinced that fastly is the antonym of slowly -LB],in the first case I had a long period,and in the second case I had a short period,and in synchronised clapping,we had the long period,namely we clap like that (taps pencil slowly). When we are in an asynchronised phase,this is when the audience is in the asynchronised phase,when they clap randomly,the clap more like that (taps pencil "fastly").The first very surprising fact for us was that,the period of the synchronised clapping is double of the normal clapping period,namely,when you start your clapping,just after the performance,you clap fast,in order to reach the synchronised clapping,everybody in the audience slows down.Not just randomly,they actually slow down as much to leave every second beat out of their clapping.Now,with this one suddenly,everybody's clapping in phase,maybe by clapping at the same time,but then another interesting pattern emerges,namely they,what we think they don't like...I mean they want to be even more enthusiastic and they start to do it faster and faster and faster,and as they fasten up [Their seat belts? -LB],they reach again back to the earlier fast clapping mode and then the clapping disappears. 

Geoff Watts : So it sounds as if the audiences when they're applauding are trying to do two things at the same time.They seem to want to clap synchronously,and they start doing that,but they also want to clap very loudly,and when they start clapping synchronously,the average sound level goes down,is that right? 

Laslo Barabachi : That is correct,and there is no mystery why it goes down,you clap less per unit time,because you've doubled your period,you wait longer before the next clap,so he average noise intensity has actually dropped to almost half.But the instantaneous noise intensity has increased,you know in the moments when you clap,you are very loud,because everybody does it at exactly at the same time. 

Geoff Watts : Do you find examples of this sort of spontaneous synchronisation in nature? I mean things which are nothing to do with human beings? 

Laslo Barabachi : Oh yes,absolutely.There are a number of examples out there,and that's what made the study,actually more interesting.One of them is there are some Asian fire flies who flash randomly.Each of the fire flies is flashing randomly,but then when they are together in a big group,the whole group is essentially flashing together,and that's you know,like a wonderful example,because they in principle are coupled,only by seeing each other in some way,and they succeed to synchronise their flashing.Exactly what the mathematics of the problem shows is that,whenever you have a number of individuals,whether they will be fire flies or people clapping or just like in physics simple oscillators,who are not too far away in their period,or clapping frequency,then they naturally do this [Their is an attractor for the system,they naturally resonate -LB],and it's kind of an unavoidable state. (Applause) People are not aware of what they are doing,they are not aware that they are participating in this wonderful self-organisation processing,which they all agree on something. 

Geoff Watts : You were talking specifically about doing the recordings,in Central and Eastern Europe,I think,indicating,and you did indicate that there was something special about those audiences,because this synchronisation seems to emerge more often.That is the case is it? 

Laslo Barabachi : I think,and this is only speculation,so don't take it as a scientific answer,what we think is that there is more cultural continuity in Eastern Europe,there are the people who go to the theatre,there are the same people who have been going 20 years ago,and they pass on this instinct that you...if you slow down,you can achieve this synchronised clapping.That is less true for example in the United States,where if you go to Broadway,you have a very diverse audience,so they don't have this information passed on from one to another saying that "Oh if I ...",you know," I can play this game" essentially,"I can be part of this game". 

Geoff Watts : It's perhaps something to do with the fact that human beings like joining clubs,they like being part of some other group activity. 

Laslo Barabachi : Oh yeah,actually,I mean if you have been ever in an audience like that,it's a very enjoyable feeling.Everybody comes together and claps at exactly the same time,so it's....you have a feeling of a wonderful order in the system,and we all seek order in our life,and this is one...for a few seconds we can obtain it,and also society,is a big example of numerous self organising processes of spookiness comes from -LB] that are taking place in parallel which we never notice,and synchronised clapping seems to be just,you know a tiny and a beautiful and the quantifiable example of that desire. 

Geoff Watts : Laslo Barabachi.I'd say there's chance here for some enterprising composer,write a work in which the audience has to provide the cadenza.How often do composers get the chance to employ musicians who've actually paid to take part in the performance? Well Roger,I don't know about you,but I mean I'd always supposed,when I heard this at the theatre or at a concert hall,I always assumed maybe there was half a dozen people who got together beforehand and said "Right we're going to show our appreciation by clapping synchronously." It's much more interesting isn't it? When you realise it's something that emerges completely spontaneously. 

Roger Highfield : That's right.It's a fascinating and very general phenomenon where you get this process of self organisation and emergent phenomenon,where the sum is greater than the parts,where each member of the audience isn't aware of the kind of bigger picture [See Orchid Fractals at Xoom (Keith Still)-LB] of synchronised clapping,and yet it spontaneously emerges,and there's a long history going back half a century of interest in these sort of systems,in fact the classic one was found in the early 50s,by a chap called Boris Belousov, where he was trying to mimic a metabolic pathway in the lab,and found to his amazement he had a chemical solution that went colourless,and then yellow and then colourless again,and rather like in this audience,the individual you know,molecules weren't ware of these kind of bigger patterns,but by the kind of...given the chemical recipe,these patterns magically emerged and in fact it was so magical,that when he tried to publish this work in a journal,the editor said "What a load of old codswallop" and rejected it,and as it was only when another chap called Anatoli Zhabotinsky came along that it was finally accepted and it's now called the Belousov-Zhabotinsky reaction [See Xoom "Butterfly Effect" page-LB] and you can generate lovely spirals from this thing and it turns out these spirals,you find it on catalysts,you find it in flames,you find it in damaged heart muscle,you find it in waves of electrical activity going down nerves,you even find it in a funny thing called a slime mould [see http://members.xoom.com/Templarser/natsums.html and Prof Bonner's work with Slime Moulds and Cyclic AMP -LB] which is halfway between a unicellular organism and a multicellular organism.So all this just from that simple idea of "emergent properties". 

Geoff Watts : Yeah that's lovely because the examples that Laslo Barabachi himself talked about on the were for living organisms,fire flies or humans,but I mean the example you quoted there,was a completely non-living system [It is the human mind that distinguishes "living" from "non-living" nature does not appear to be so discriminating."The nameless is the origin of the heaven and Earth,naming is the mother of all things" -LB],you still find this emergent property. 

Roger Highfield : That's right,and in fact when the B-Z ,the Belousov Zhabotinsky was found,it was thought to defy the second law of thermodynamics [Watch out for Chaos and Entropy online-LB] ,because you seemed to get order out of chaos [Hopefully I'll cover how that works too -LB],and it was some very elegant and it was some very elegant work by Belgium's only Nobel Laureate,Ilya Prigogine [Author of "Order out of Chaos" which explains the principle -LB],that actually showed why this could be the case.I don't know why you're laughing,this is a very serious point I'm making! (laughs) 

Geoff Watts : I'm sure you are,yes,it's just that you're conjuring up some beautiful names there Roger [The day we get a scientist called "Smith" or "Jones" will be a day to remember,mind you there is Annette Karmiloff-Smith and Steve Jones,so maybe I shouldn't grumble -LB],anyway,thanks very much,that was Roger Highfield of the Telegraph. Next week in Leading Edge,encouraging news for people who would like to see ore medical research performed on cells in test tubes,and less on whole animals.Two and a half million animals are used each year in the UK.I'll be finding out about the prospects for reducing that number. [In a class in college once,I suggested that animal testing was pointless and unnecessary and was scorned,being told that human life comes first,I suggested that mathematical modelling and cell biology would eventually replace animal testing,no one was very convinced. Nowadays,virtual reality is normal and many techniques exist to test cells outside of a whole organism.Perhaps those people had little conviction in the ability of science to produce such (at that time) fantastical scenarios? -LB] "You can produce the sound of two hands clapping,now how does one hand sound?" Zen Question [Tangerine Dream "Underwater Sunlight"]



